Recommended
Installation Manual
Vestibule detailed floorplan attached

IMPORTANT
Read through these instructions
thoroughly before starting installation.
Verify the store number on the packaging matches the
store number you are currently installing.
Be sure to unroll the Design Links matting 24 hours
prior to installation, or enough time until matting is
completely flat.
In addition to the Design Links mat sections, confirm
all components have arrived by verifying them with the
material list below and the Layout Guide included with
the matting materials.

Material List:

Black screws and sleeves

Mat retainers

Recommended Installation Tool List:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Power hammer drill
Power torque metered screwdriver
Several 1/4” (6.35 mm) masonry drill bits
Wet/dry vacuum (Shop Vac)
Utility knife
Mop, broom, hand scrub brush and scraper
Marker or heavy pencil
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Design Links System Layout

1

Clean, scrape and dry the substrate between
the doors where the system will be installed,
eliminating all imperfections. Floor may
have to be finished with a skim coat, fast dry
feather finish.

2

Abutt the exterior end of the mat section
to the existing exterior door threshold. The
carpet strips should run left to right. If there
are two mat sections, they must be snug at
the center seam.

3A

The Design Links sections at the interior door
may have to be trimmed to fit between the doors.
Whenever possible, leave a solid top rib when cutting.

3B

The mat sections should be snug to both interior
door thresholds.

4

Starting with the ends closest to the
door thresholds, roll the ends of each
Design Links mat section towards the
middle. Clip/engage the mat retainers to
the bottom of the mat sections, and roll
them back in place.

5

CAUTION: There are areas on the
Design Links where the mat retainers will
not fit. Be mindful that the retainers are flat
against the back of the mat when they are
clipped in place.

Installing the Mat Retainers

6

Roll back the ends of the sections right
at the center where the mats are snuggly
touching.

7

Clip/engage the mat retainers in a staggered
design where mats come together as well as
down each side. Please check installation
manual for details. See the photo for layout
of the mat retainer design.

8

With the Design Links sections in position
and mat retainers clipped in place, mark
holes directly through the mat sections and
the retainer holes (see inset).

9

With the areas marked, roll back the edges of
the Design Links mat sections again and drill
holes for the mat retainers. Use the vacuum
for the concrete dust (this will save time
later). Hammer the plastic screw anchors
completely into those holes.

10

Replace/roll back the edges of the Design
Links so that they are snug and within the
aluminum track bases. The holes with plastic
anchors should line up the the screw holes in
the mat retainers.
Drive screws directly through the mat
sections and retainer screw holes into plastic
sleeves. Be careful not to drive all the way to
the concrete. The screws should nest in the
counter sink hole to secure the mat retainer.
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Multi-Door Layout

